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研究目的：本研究では非平衡動的平均場理論を発展させ、これまで理論計算が
困難とされてきた低次元強相関系の長時間非平衡ダイナミクスに応用する。

　　　　　　・非平衡動的クラスター理論

　　　　　　・二次元量子系の非平衡ダイナミクス
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動的平均場理論 (DMFT)

解きたい格子模型 有効不純物模型

自己無撞着な方程式系

Metzner, Vollhardt, ’89, Georges, Kotliar, ’92.

自己エネルギーの周波数依存性(動的相関)。モット転移を記述。無限次元極
限で厳密。第一原理計算との組み合わせ。
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電子相関と非平衡
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電子相関が生み出す多種多様な非平衡ダイナミクス
・光誘起相転移 (金属絶縁体, 超伝導, 磁性, 電荷秩序, 格子構造, ... )

・秩序パラメーター (Higgs, Nambu-Goldstone, topological defects, ...)

・孤立量子系の熱平衡化問題 (Prethermalization, nonthermal fixed point, ...)

超伝導体におけるヒッグスモードの観測 

Matsunaga, et al., arXiv:1305.0381

光誘起モット絶縁体金属転移 

Okamoto et al., PRL ’07

The ET chain is formed from the side-by-side coupling
between neighboring ETs. Such a molecular arrangement
is known to suppress e-l interactions as well as s-l inter-
actions [15], resulting in negligible polaronic effects on
carriers. Therefore, ET-F2TCNQ is a good candidate for
the study of the charge dynamics characteristic of 1D
SCESs.

Single crystals of ET-F2TCNQ were grown from recrys-
talization as outlined in a previous report [15]. In the fs PP
reflection spectroscopy, the laser source is a Ti:Al2O3
regenerative amplifier. The wavelength, the pulse width,
and the repetition frequency of its output are 800 nm
(1.55 eV), 130 fs, and 1 kHz, respectively. The output
was used for the pump light and for the excitation of an
optical parametric amplifier from which the probe light
(0.08 to 2.5 eV, 130 fs) was obtained.

Figure 1(b) is the spectrum of the imaginary part of the
dielectric constant "2 for the electric filed of light (E)
parallel to the ET stacking axis a (E k a), obtained from
the polarized reflectivity (R) spectrum using the Kramers-
Kronig transformation (KKT), as presented in the upper
part of Fig. 2(a). A clear peak at !0:7 eV corresponds to
the Mott-gap transition expressed as "ET#;ET#$!
"ET#2;ET0$ [Fig. 1(c)-(ii)] [15]. No structures are ob-
served for E k b and E k c in this region. This indicates
the strong 1D nature of the ET chain.

Photoinduced R change (!R) spectra for the 1.55 eV
pump are presented in Fig. 2(a). The electric fields of both
the pump and probe lights are parallel to a. The lower
(upper) spectra are the results for the weak (strong) exci-
tation with ~Nph % 0:003 " ~Nph % 0:095$ ph:=ET. Here, ~Nph

is defined as the averaged photon density within the ab-
sorption depth lp (! 5800 "A) of the pump light, expressed
by "1& Rp$"1& 1=e$Nex=lp, and Rp (! 0:053) is the

reflection loss and Nex is the areal excitation photon den-
sity. lp is obtained from KKT of the R spectrum in
Fig. 2(a). In both the weak and strong excitations, R
decreases in the gap-transition region and increases in the
IR region, indicating that the spectral weight of the gap
transition is transferred to the inner-gap region. !R mo-
notonously increases for a decreasing energy, suggesting
the formation of a conducting state [Fig. 1(c)-(iii)].
The energy position at which !R crosses zero for ~Nph %
0:095 ph:=ET is higher than that for ~Nph % 0:003 ph:=ET.
Such an energy shift indicates that the response is not due
to a midgap state but to a Drude-type metallic state.

To characterize the photoinduced metallic state, we
analyzed !R spectra using a simple Drude model. When
a single crystal is irradiated with light, the amount of
absorbed photons and the number of generated carriers
decreases as the distance z from the crystal surface is
increased, depending on lp, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). To
take these effects into account, we assume that the carrier
density Nc"z$ is expressed by Nc"z$ % Nc"0$ exp"&z=lp$,
where Nc"0$ is the carrier density at the surface. We also
assume that the effective masses of electron and hole
carriers (m'e and m'h) are equal to the free electron mass
m0. On the basis of these assumptions, the dielectric con-
stant can be expressed as follows [18],
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Photoinduced reflectivity changes
(!R) of ET-F2TCNQ for the 1.55 eV pump and the photon
densities of ~Nph % 0:003 and 0:095 ph:=ET. The pump and
probe lights are polarized parallel to a. The upper solid line
represents the polarized R spectrum along a. (b) Experimental
(circles) and calculated (solid lines) time profiles of !R at
0.12 eV. (c) ~Nph dependence of !R at 0.12 eV and at td %
0 ps. The broken line shows a linear relation.
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) The molecular structures of ET and
F2TCNQ. (b) The "2 spectrum for E k a (the stacking axis) of
ET-F2TCNQ; the inset is a view of the crystal structure along the
normal to the ab plane. (c) Schematic view of (i) Mott insulator
state of the ET# chain, (ii) photocarrier doping, and (iii) photo-
induced conducting state.

PRL 98, 037401 (2007) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
19 JANUARY 2007

037401-2

電荷秩序の融解 

Schmitt et al., Science ’08

100 and 300 K. Figure 2G summarizes these
results and displays the observed frequencies for
both modes as a function of fluence. At 300 K,
only the Temode (3.6 THz) is observed, whereas at
100 K, two modes are identified for F ! 1 mJ/cm2.
As for 300 K, thermodynamic fluctuations are ex-
pected to hamper the excitation of the amplitude
mode, which again suggests that the 2.3-THz mode
is the CDW amplitude mode. We also note that
this frequency regime is typical of the CDW sys-
tems (27). Recent Raman (26) and time-dependent
reflectivity (28) studies also come to the conclu-
sion that the 2.3-THz mode is connected to the
formation of the CDW.

The trARPES experiment provides an explicit
link between the amplitude mode and CDW gap
modulation via amomentum-dependent analysis:
In a nesting-driven CDW, the electrons are most
susceptible to scattering by the CDW phonon wave
vector QCDW at the FS as the Lindhardt response
function increases rapidly upon approaching kF
(here, kF is the electron momentum at the Fermi
energy) (1). We therefore expect that a modulation
in the CDW amplitude and thus a modulation in
CDW order parameter (i.e., the gap magnitude)
influences the electronic band structure the most
at or near kF. Following this simple argument, this
k-dependence should be present independent of
perturbation strength. Figure 3A defines the BZ
position where the data of Fig. 3, B to D, have
been recorded. Figure 3, B to D, establishes a
pronounced momentum-dependent excitation of
the electronic structure. While away from the FS
(below EF), the CB energy does not vary; the
largest change indeed occurs on the FS.

Our finding also has implications well beyond
the specific materials we study. Conventional
ARPES offers superior energy and angle resolu-
tion and is able to detect the effect of collective
modes in the form of dispersion kinks or spectral

dips (29). The interpretation of their assignment
and the impact on the low-lying electronic struc-
ture, however, requires sophisticated theoretical
and often model-dependent calculations. Current
technology limits the accessible BZ region, energy,
and angle resolution of trARPES. Nevertheless,
trARPES is able to directly probe the transient
interplay between collective modes and single-
particle states in theory-independent ways and
thus complements conventional ARPES.

We now turn to a momentum-specific anal-
ysis of the electronic excitation and the response
of the lattice to reveal the process of the ultrafast
melting of the CDW state. Figure 3, E to I, shows
the momentum-dependent data for selected de-
lays; the full data set is available as a supple-
mental movie online. At 0 fs, the CDW gap is
preserved, and the dispersion of the CB repre-
sents a localized state as prior to pumping.
However, in the vicinity of kF (red dot in Fig. 3,
E to I), an intensity increase at E " EF = 0.15 eV
coinciding with an unoccupied state as observed
in Fig. 2C is encountered and represents instan-
taneous photo-doping of the system. At 100 fs
(i.e., delayed with respect to the excitation), the
gap is closed and the dispersion of the band re-
sembles the quasi-free electron dispersion known
from spectra taken at 300K (Fig. 1).We term this
excitation regime “strongly perturbative,” as the
excitation results in an ultrafast melting of the
charge-ordered state. Notably, the conduction
electrons recover their wavelike nature, as they
are still strongly k-dependent, despite the intense
excitation and resulting intense scattering.

Thus, we have identified a delay in the ultra-
fast CDW melting with respect to the photo-
doping. This is related to themechanism of CDW
formation. Because of coupling between lattice
vibrations (phonons) to the electrons, electronic
energy is gained if a phonon with a wave vector

Q, which nests two regions of the FS, freezes in
the crystal, leading to a charge densitymodulation.
Upon cooling, this energy gain becomes larger
than the energy loss from the lattice deformation,
and the system undergoes a phase transition into
the CDW state. Because formation of the CDW
requires freezing of a phonon (i.e., nuclear
motion), the inverse process of melting cannot
proceed faster than the respective motion. Con-
sidering that photo-doping modifies the screened
ion potential such that it sustains a delocalized
state, the ion cores still have to propagate to
the potential minima in the presence of screen-
ing carriers, which explains the observed delay
in the CDW melting. This result provides a
direct and vivid demonstration of the electron-
phonon interaction being the origin of the CDW
formation.

This result also raises the question of whether
the transition is complete after 100 fs. We return
to the strong perturbation case with F = 2mJ/cm2

(Fig. 2 B, D, and F), where we have indicated
earlier that the physics can be divided into two
regimes according to the time delays. Between
1 and 3 ps, when the melting of the CDW is
complete and the amplitude mode no longer
exists, only the 3.6-THz Te phonon oscillation is
observed. This is most clearly seen in the black
dotted curve in Fig. 2F, which has the same
frequency. Below 1 ps, the situation is complex.
Whereas the gap is closed at 100 fs, a transient
“equilibrium” outside the CDW state has not
been established yet. The ions cannot stop once
excited and will continue to oscillate as previ-
ously discussed. Thus, we expect the system to
oscillate between a localized CDW state and a
delocalized molten CDW state en route to the
transient equilibrium beyond 1 ps. The mode as-
sociated with this oscillation is related to the
amplitude mode but is not quite the same.

Fig. 3. (A) Detail of the
FS plot in Fig. 1A! with
indicated positions (white
circles) of time-resolved
data shown in (B) to (D)
for fixed k as a function of
time delay. Indicated cut
position (red line) of pho-
toelectron intensity is
shown as a function of
energy, and position [(E)
to (I)] for a momentum
scan is shown as a func-
tion of time delays. All
data were collected at
100 K and F = 2 mJ/cm2.
kF is marked in (E) to (I)
(red dot). Error bars indi-
cate the distance to the
neighboring sample
points, which is a good
estimate for the error
of kF.

www.sciencemag.org SCIENCE VOL 321 19 SEPTEMBER 2008 1651
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特に一次元や二次元の低次元強相関系では、非局所的な電子相関効果が重要な役割を
果たす。
・異方的超伝導	  (d波,	  p波,	  ...)

・擬ギャップ
　...

above the energy gap that often accompanies the
onset of ordered phases. In the second class, the goal
is to manipulate the order parameter itself. Usually,
photoexcitation weakens the degree of order, but for
systems with coexisting and competing order pa-
rameters, one phase’s loss can be another’s gain.

Lessons from chemistry
Although measurements with resolution on elec-
tronic time scales were enabled by the remarkable
Ti:sapphire laser, a pulse of visible light seemed to
be a rather blunt instrument when unleashed on a
correlated electron system such as a high-Tc super-
conductor. To skeptics, injecting photons, each de-
livering 1.5 eV of energy—a hundred times larger
than the characteristic energy scale for super -
conductivity, kBTc—was like detonating a nuclear
device in a public library reading room. Beginning
in the early 1990s, though, a few believers began to
aim their lasers at high-Tc superconductors.3

Initial results showed that a phase transition to
the superconducting state reveals itself in a small
but clearly discernible !R signal. The fact that one
can probe the onset of superconductivity in the
near-IR evidently means that a quantum material
such as YBCO changes color when it enters that
state, although the 0.01% change in reflectivity of
visible light is too subtle for the unaided eye. The
mechanism for the color change in highly correlated
superconductors remains a mystery and an active
field of research to this day.4

Whatever the underlying mechanism, reflectiv-
ity changes could be exploited to probe super -
conductivity on subpicosecond time scales. It was
assumed, and later confirmed, that absorption of a
1.5-eV photon promotes an electron to a state high
above the Fermi level, from which it decays rapidly
by creating an avalanche of broken Cooper pairs
(quasiparticles) and phonons. The !R(t) signal is
then directly proportional to the nonequilibrium
quasiparticle density, !n(t). 

To illustrate what can be learned from time-
 resolved measurements of !n(t), consider a simpler
system—a buffered solution of, for example,
sodium chloride dissolved in water. By measuring
ionic concentration as a function of temperature,
one can determine the free-energy difference be-
tween dissociated NaCl and its crystalline phase.
And yet such equilibrium measurements tell us
nothing about the strength of the interaction be-
tween the ions in solution; that information is hid-
den in the kinetics of the reaction Na+ + Cl" # NaCl. 

The distinction between energetics and kinetics
applies equally to superconductors, in which the
role of solid NaCl is played by the condensate of
Cooper-paired electrons; the solvated ions corre-
spond to the gas of quasiparticles that coexists with
the condensate. In equilibrium, quasiparticles evap-
orate from the condensate and, at the same rate, un-
dergo the reverse process of recombining as quasi-
particle pairs. When a quasiparticle pair jumps back
into the condensate, its binding energy is released
to the system. In conventional superconductors,
that energy takes the form of a quantum of lattice
vibrational energy, or phonon—the same excitation

that provides the glue that binds electrons into
Cooper pairs. In high-Tc materials, where the bind-
ing interaction is unknown, identifying the boson
(or bosons) created by quasiparticle recombination
is a tantalizing prospect. 

Figure 3 shows the change in reflectivity ob-
tained from experiments that measure the kinetics
of quasiparticle recombination.5 The data reveal that
the analogy between quasiparticle dynamics and
the reaction rates of physical chemistry is quite pre-
cise and quantitative. As discussed above, !R(t) is
proportional to the photogenerated quasiparticle
density, !n(t). Each curve in figure 3a corresponds
to a different laser power, which determines the
number of excess quasiparticles immediately after
photoexcitation, !n(t = 0). When plotted on double
logarithmic axes, the curves acquire a “knee” that
shifts to shorter time delay as the initial quasi -
particle concentration increases. The inverse of the
time at which the knee occurs is the characteristic
decay rate !0. Moreover, for times greater than 1/!0 ,
the curves straighten out and become parallel, indi-
cating a power law decay that is independent of
!n(t = 0). All those features of the data are predicted
by a simple chemical rate equation, known as
 second-order kinetics, d/dt !n(t) = ""[!n(t)]2, which
describes a decay process requiring the interaction
of a pair of particles.

The dreaded bottleneck
A seemingly paradoxical aspect of quasiparticle re-
combination in high-Tc superconductors is that the
pair-wise kinetics are in accord with calculations
based on Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer theory,6 while
results on more conventional superconductors are

www.physicstoday.org September 2012 Physics Today 47

Figure 4. A visualization of quasiparticle states in a two-dimensional
d-wave superconductor. The square depicts a region of momentum
space that includes all quasiparticle states. The dotted lines show the
location of the 2D Fermi surface, and the white regions indicate
“nodal” directions along which the magnitude of the superconducting
gap vanishes. The funnels, with their peculiar banana-shaped cross
sections, depict the quasiparticle dispersion relation. At the apex of 
a funnel, the quasiparticle energy is zero, and the low-energy 
excitations near that special point are known as nodal quasiparticles.
The high-energy states, with wavevectors rotated approximately 45 
degrees from the nodal point, are antinodal quasiparticles. (Image
courtesy of Christopher Smallwood, University of California, Berkeley.)

Downloaded 14 Oct 2012 to 134.21.34.179. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://www.physicstoday.org/about_us/terms

Orenstein, Physics Today ’12.

非局所相関効果

from poorly defined incoherent features, as is
also visible in the selected energy distribution
curves (EDCs) shown in (D) and (I). The follow-
ing changes are evident in the transient spectra: (i)
a decrease in intensity below the Fermi level (EF)
and slight broadening in the coherent spectra [(C
to E) and (H to J)], similar to a previous report for
nodal quasiparticles (5) and mainly confined below
the kink binding energies (10, 11); (ii) an overall
transfer of spectral weight across EF [(C), (E), (H),
and (J)], indicating the creation of transient quasi-
particles; and (iii) a small shift of the spectral peak
toward EF in the off-nodal cut [(H and (I)], indi-
cating a partial closure of the superconducting gap.

Figure 2 shows the temporal evolution of the
superconducting gap in response to photoexcita-
tion, as extracted from symmetrized EDCs at kF,
the Fermi wave vector (12). Panels (A and B) and
(C and D) correspond to two representative cuts
at f = 32° and f = 27°, respectively, with f de-
fined according to the inset of (E). These spectra
indicate very different responses of the gap
amplitude to photoexcitation for the two cuts.
The gap is relatively insensitive to fluences be-
low 5 mJ/cm2, but a fluence of 13 mJ/cm2 induces
a clear reduction in size. As shown in (E), the gap
closer to the node decreases by 55% of its equi-
librium magnitude, whereas the gap at f = 27°
decreases by only 20%. This may indicate dif-
ferent dynamics inside and outside the Fermi arc,
which is reported to end rather abruptly at f =
30° for samples of this doping (13, 14), although
studies farther from the node are needed. Gap
recovery rates are illustrated in Fig. 2F, where the
curves from (E) have been inverted and rescaled
by their maximum change. The initial recovery
rate is slower for states closer to the node (0.9 T
0.6 ps!1) than for states farther from the node

Fig. 2. Evolution of the superconductinggapafter pumpexcitation. Symmetrized EDCs at kF forf =32°at low (A)
and higher (B) fluence. The gap is obtained by fitting to a phenomenologicalmodel (12), but can be approximated
by halving the distance between positive and negative peaks. Bold curves correspond to t = 0. For additional gap
fittingdetails, see supplementarymaterials (15). (CandD) Analogous EDCs for a cut atf =27°. (E) Gapmagnitude
normalized by its equilibrium value versus pump-probe delay formomentum cuts at f =27° and f =32°. (F) Gap
magnitude, inverted and normalized by maximal change upon pumping in order to compare recovery rates.

Fig. 3. Quasiparticle recombination dynamics versus
pump fluence and crystal momentum. ARPES data
correspond to intensity change above EF (∆I) as
integrated between the blue and black double arrows
in Fig. 1C. Time-resolved reflectivity rates correspond
to fractional change in reflectivity. (A) Nodal decay
curves at 2, 5, and 10 mJ/cm2, normalized to the same
amplitude. (B) Analogous off-nodal decay curves (f =
31°). (C) Overlay of nodal and off-nodal curves at the
same fluence. (D) Initial decay rate g0 versus fluence,
obtained by fitting decay curves at short times [for
∆ I (t) ≳ ∆ I0/2) to the convolution of a Gaussian
and the function f(t) = ∆I0e−g0(t−t0)Q(t − t0), where
∆I0 and t0 are additional fit parameters. Time-
resolved reflectivity rates were multiplied by 3/2 in
order to take the finite penetration depth of the
optical probe into account (15).

1 JUNE 2012 VOL 336 SCIENCE www.sciencemag.org1138
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d波超伝導体の緩和過程
Smallwood et al., Science ’12.

目標:	  

(1)	  非平衡ダイナミクスにおける非局所電子相関効果を明
らかにする。低次元(特に二次元)強相関系の非平衡現象を
解析する。
(2)	  そのために非局所ゆらぎを取り入れた非平衡理論手法
の確立を目指す。
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非平衡量子多体系の計算手法
非平衡多体系に対して様々な計算手法が使われてきている。各々に対して
長所短所がある。

・厳密対角化 (近似なし、システムサイズが小さい有限系)

・時間依存ハートリー・フォック近似 (平均場近似)

・量子ボルツマン方程式 (勾配近似、摂動論、緩和時間近似)

・時間依存密度汎関数理論 (局所密度近似など、現実の物質系)

・時間依存密度行列繰り込み群 (一次元系、行列積状態)

・非平衡動的平均場理論 (無限次元系、自己エネルギーの局所近似)

　....

自己エネルギーの局所近似をクラスターに拡張して、短距離の非局所相関
を取り込んだ方法論を開発する。有限次元系を扱えるようにする。
　ー 非平衡動的クラスター理論
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非平衡動的平均場理論

自己無撞着な方程式系

Schmidt, Monien ’02, Freericks, Turkowski, Zlatic ’06.
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自己エネルギーの時間依存性(動的相関)。無限次元極限で厳密。熱力学極限
がとれる。短時間スケールと長時間スケールの両方を記述。
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動的クラスター理論
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Maier, Jarrell, Pruschke, Hettler, RMP ’05

自己無撞着な方程式系

自己エネルギーの動的相関とともに短距離の非局所相関をも取り込む。
Nc →	  ∞で厳密。実空間形式(CDMFT)と波数空間形式(DCA)。
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Hubbard 模型

強相関電子系の典型的な模型であるHubbard模型に適用する。時間変化は、最
も簡単な設定である「相互作用クエンチ」を考える。(冷却原子系への応用。)

相互作用パラメーターをクエンチした後、どのように系が緩和していくかを観
察する。prethermalizationやthermalizationの物理。

まず一次元Hubbard模型に対してBenchmarkを行う。時間依存密度行列繰り込み
群(DMRG)や通常の摂動論との比較を行う。

同様の設定で二次元Hubbard模型に適用して、Brillouine zone内で波数に依存し
た緩和ダイナミクスを見る。



�K�(t, t�) = U(t)U(t�)
1

N2
c

�

K1�K2+K3=K

GK1�(t, t�)GK2�̄(t�, t)GK3�̄(t, t�)

10

Cluster solver

K1

K2

K3

K
t t�

ここではfirst trialとして最もシンプルな二次摂動(IPT)を用いる。弱結合領域に適用。

その他のsolverの候補:

ー量子モンテカルロ法。負符号問題により非常に短時間
のシミュレーションに制約。
ー強結合展開(NCA)。ヒルベルト空間の次元に制約。小
さなクラスターサイズ。
ー高次の弱結合摂動論。計算コストの問題。
ー厳密対角化。 Arrigoni, Knap, von der Linden, PRL ’13, 

Gramsch, Balzer, Eckstein, Kollar, arXiv:1306.6315.
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DMFTの結果: 一次元Hubbard
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(a) 二重占有率 d=⟨n↑ n↓⟩  、(b)運動量分布関数 n(k,t)、および(c)その跳びΔn。

(a)

(c)

damped to a nonthermal quasistationary value on the time
scale 1=V, while full thermalization can only happen on
much longer time scales.

We now show that this prethermalization regime is a
general feature of fermionic Hubbard-type models at
strong coupling and calculate the double occupation in
the quasistationary state. We use the standard unitary
transformation !A ! e"SAeS [30] for which the double
occupation !D ! P

i !ni" !ni# of the dressed fermions !ci! is
conserved, #H; !D$ ! 0. After decomposing the hopping
term [31], K ! P

ij!%Vij!=V&c'i!cj!, into parts Kp that

change the double occupation by p, i.e., K' !P
ij!%Vij!=V&c'i!cj!%1" nj !!&ni !! ! %K"&' and K0 ! K "

K' " K", the leading order transformation is S !
%V=U& !K' ' %V=U&2# !K'; !K0$ " H:c:'O%V3=U3&. For
the double occupation, d%t& ! heiHtDe"iHti0=L, we obtain

d%t& ! dstat "
2V

U
Re#eitUR%tV&$ 'O

!
V2

U2 ;
tV3

U2

"
; (4)

where R%tV& ! heitVK0K'e
"itVK0i0=L and dstat !

d%0& ' %2V=U&RehK'=Li0. The error O%tV3=U2&, which
is due to omitted terms in the exponentials e(iHt, is ir-
relevant in comparison to the leading terms if t ) U=V2.
Here we do not consider the dynamics for t * U=V2. In
fact, d%t& remains close to h !Di, which is constant on ex-

ponentially long time scales [18]. It remains to show that
(i) the envelope function R%tV& of the oscillating term
decays to zero for t * 1=V, and (ii) the quasistationary
value dstat differs from the thermal value dth. (i) Insert-
ing an eigenbasis K0jmi ! kmjmi yields R%tV& !P

m;nhjnihmji0eitV%km"kn&hnjK'jmi. In this expression all
oscillating terms dephase in the long-time average
[13,15], so that only energy-diagonal terms contribute to
the sum. But from #K0; D$ ! 0 it follows that D is a good
quantum number of jni so that hnjK'jni ! 0, and thus
R%tV& vanishes in the long time limit (if it exists and if
accidental degeneracies between sectors of different D are
irrelevant). From Eq. (4) we therefore conclude that d%t&
equals dstat for times 1=V ) t ) U=V2, up to corrections
of order O%V2=U2&. (ii) For the quasistationary value we
obtain dstat ! d%0& ""d,

"d ! "
X

ij!

Vij!

UL
hc'i!cj!%ni !! " nj !!&2i0; (5)

which applies to arbitrary initial states. For noninteracting
initial states the expectation value in this expression fac-
torizes; in DMFT Eq. (5) then evaluates to "d ! n%1"
n=2&%V=U&hK=Li0; i.e., it is proportional to the kinetic
energy in the initial state. For the thermal value dth we
expand the free energy in V=T+, because the effective
temperature T+ is much larger than V after a quench to
U * V. At half-filling we obtain dth ! d%0& ' %V=U&,
hK=Li0; for noninteracting initial states in DMFT we thus
find that "d ! d%0& " dstat ! #d%0& " dth$=2, i.e., at times
1=V ) t ) U=V2 the double occupation has relaxed only
halfway towards dth.
The strong-coupling predictions for the prethermaliza-

tion regime agree with our numerical results, for which the
center of the first oscillation in d%t& approaches dstat for
large U [inset in Fig. 2(b)]. The scenario also applies to
interaction quenches in the half-filled Falicov-Kimball
model in DMFT [12] and the 1=r Hubbard chain [15],
although thermalization is inhibited in these models: in
both models the long-time limit of d%t ! 1& can be ob-
tained exactly and indeed agrees with dstat for U * V. For
quenches to large U in the free 1=r chain (with bandwidth
2"V) Eq. (5) yields "d ! %V=U&%1" 2n=3&". For the
Falicov-Kimball model in DMFT "d is half as big as for
the Hubbard model because only one spin species contrib-
utes to the kinetic energy in the initial state.
Fast thermalization, U - Udyn

c ! 3:2V.—The charac-
teristic collapse-and-revival oscillations of the strong-
coupling regime disappear for quenches to U between
3:3V and 3V, as is apparent from the Fermi surface dis-
continuity"n1 at its first revival maximum [Fig. 3(a)]. This
change in the short-time dynamics reflects a change in the
nature of single-particle excitations [Eq. (3)]. It occurs also
in equilibrium even at very high temperatures, because
jGret

#!%t" t0&j2 becomes oscillatory as a result of the transfer
of spectral weight to the Hubbard subbands at (U.
Additionally the prethermalization plateau at "nstat disap-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Fermi surface discontinuity "n and
double occupation d%t& after quenches to U . 3 (left panels)
and U / 3:3 (right panels). Horizontal dashed lines in the lower
left panel are at the quasistationary value "nstat ! 2Z" 1 pre-
dicted in Ref. [14], with the T ! 0 quasiparticle weight Z taken
from equilibrium DMFT data [33]. Horizontal arrows indicate
corresponding thermal values dth of the double occupation,
obtained from equilibrium DMFT. Inset: thermal value dth and
dmed, the average of the first maximum and the second minimum
of d%t&, which provides an estimate of the stationary value dstat;
black dashed lines are the respective results from the strong-
coupling expansion (see text).
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Eckstein, Kollar, Werner, PRL ’09.

(b)

prethermalization plateau

damped to a nonthermal quasistationary value on the time
scale 1=V, while full thermalization can only happen on
much longer time scales.

We now show that this prethermalization regime is a
general feature of fermionic Hubbard-type models at
strong coupling and calculate the double occupation in
the quasistationary state. We use the standard unitary
transformation !A ! e"SAeS [30] for which the double
occupation !D ! P

i !ni" !ni# of the dressed fermions !ci! is
conserved, #H; !D$ ! 0. After decomposing the hopping
term [31], K ! P

ij!%Vij!=V&c'i!cj!, into parts Kp that

change the double occupation by p, i.e., K' !P
ij!%Vij!=V&c'i!cj!%1" nj !!&ni !! ! %K"&' and K0 ! K "

K' " K", the leading order transformation is S !
%V=U& !K' ' %V=U&2# !K'; !K0$ " H:c:'O%V3=U3&. For
the double occupation, d%t& ! heiHtDe"iHti0=L, we obtain

d%t& ! dstat "
2V

U
Re#eitUR%tV&$ 'O

!
V2

U2 ;
tV3

U2

"
; (4)

where R%tV& ! heitVK0K'e
"itVK0i0=L and dstat !

d%0& ' %2V=U&RehK'=Li0. The error O%tV3=U2&, which
is due to omitted terms in the exponentials e(iHt, is ir-
relevant in comparison to the leading terms if t ) U=V2.
Here we do not consider the dynamics for t * U=V2. In
fact, d%t& remains close to h !Di, which is constant on ex-

ponentially long time scales [18]. It remains to show that
(i) the envelope function R%tV& of the oscillating term
decays to zero for t * 1=V, and (ii) the quasistationary
value dstat differs from the thermal value dth. (i) Insert-
ing an eigenbasis K0jmi ! kmjmi yields R%tV& !P

m;nhjnihmji0eitV%km"kn&hnjK'jmi. In this expression all
oscillating terms dephase in the long-time average
[13,15], so that only energy-diagonal terms contribute to
the sum. But from #K0; D$ ! 0 it follows that D is a good
quantum number of jni so that hnjK'jni ! 0, and thus
R%tV& vanishes in the long time limit (if it exists and if
accidental degeneracies between sectors of different D are
irrelevant). From Eq. (4) we therefore conclude that d%t&
equals dstat for times 1=V ) t ) U=V2, up to corrections
of order O%V2=U2&. (ii) For the quasistationary value we
obtain dstat ! d%0& ""d,

"d ! "
X

ij!

Vij!

UL
hc'i!cj!%ni !! " nj !!&2i0; (5)

which applies to arbitrary initial states. For noninteracting
initial states the expectation value in this expression fac-
torizes; in DMFT Eq. (5) then evaluates to "d ! n%1"
n=2&%V=U&hK=Li0; i.e., it is proportional to the kinetic
energy in the initial state. For the thermal value dth we
expand the free energy in V=T+, because the effective
temperature T+ is much larger than V after a quench to
U * V. At half-filling we obtain dth ! d%0& ' %V=U&,
hK=Li0; for noninteracting initial states in DMFT we thus
find that "d ! d%0& " dstat ! #d%0& " dth$=2, i.e., at times
1=V ) t ) U=V2 the double occupation has relaxed only
halfway towards dth.
The strong-coupling predictions for the prethermaliza-

tion regime agree with our numerical results, for which the
center of the first oscillation in d%t& approaches dstat for
large U [inset in Fig. 2(b)]. The scenario also applies to
interaction quenches in the half-filled Falicov-Kimball
model in DMFT [12] and the 1=r Hubbard chain [15],
although thermalization is inhibited in these models: in
both models the long-time limit of d%t ! 1& can be ob-
tained exactly and indeed agrees with dstat for U * V. For
quenches to large U in the free 1=r chain (with bandwidth
2"V) Eq. (5) yields "d ! %V=U&%1" 2n=3&". For the
Falicov-Kimball model in DMFT "d is half as big as for
the Hubbard model because only one spin species contrib-
utes to the kinetic energy in the initial state.
Fast thermalization, U - Udyn

c ! 3:2V.—The charac-
teristic collapse-and-revival oscillations of the strong-
coupling regime disappear for quenches to U between
3:3V and 3V, as is apparent from the Fermi surface dis-
continuity"n1 at its first revival maximum [Fig. 3(a)]. This
change in the short-time dynamics reflects a change in the
nature of single-particle excitations [Eq. (3)]. It occurs also
in equilibrium even at very high temperatures, because
jGret

#!%t" t0&j2 becomes oscillatory as a result of the transfer
of spectral weight to the Hubbard subbands at (U.
Additionally the prethermalization plateau at "nstat disap-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Fermi surface discontinuity "n and
double occupation d%t& after quenches to U . 3 (left panels)
and U / 3:3 (right panels). Horizontal dashed lines in the lower
left panel are at the quasistationary value "nstat ! 2Z" 1 pre-
dicted in Ref. [14], with the T ! 0 quasiparticle weight Z taken
from equilibrium DMFT data [33]. Horizontal arrows indicate
corresponding thermal values dth of the double occupation,
obtained from equilibrium DMFT. Inset: thermal value dth and
dmed, the average of the first maximum and the second minimum
of d%t&, which provides an estimate of the stationary value dstat;
black dashed lines are the respective results from the strong-
coupling expansion (see text).
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cf. 無限次元Hubbard模型

U = 0� 2
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DCAの結果: 一次元Hubbard
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二重占有率 d=⟨n↑ n↓⟩  と運動量分布関数の跳びΔn。

U = 0� 1

二重占有率に関してはDMRGとDCAはNc=16でよく一致する。ΔnについてはNcを
より大きくとる必要がある。
一次元系では、DCA+IPTはNc →	  ∞で通常の二次摂動 (Σ(2)) と一致してしまう。一
次元系では熱平衡へ緩和しないため？
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DCAの結果: 二次元Hubbard
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二重占有率 d=⟨n↑ n↓⟩  と運動量分布関数の跳びΔn。DCA: Nc=16x16

U = 0� 1 U = 0� 1

二重占有率は瞬時に緩和するのに対して運動量分布は緩和が非常に遅い。しかも
緩和時間が運動量に依存する。(π,0)が(π/2, π/2)よりも速く緩和する。DCAは通
常の二次摂動(Σ(2))からはずれていく。 Σ(2)は熱平衡化しない。
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緩和時間の波数依存性
準粒子の緩和時間を自己エネルギーの虚部から見積もる。正方格子はhalf fillingで
van Hove特異点をもつ。フェルミ面付近で非フェルミ流体的な振る舞い:

Im�R(k,�)/�

1
�k
� Im�R(k,�) � �

準粒子の緩和時間は波数空間で強い非等方性を示す。DCAや Σ(2) の結果と
consistent。
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DCAの結果: 二次元Hubbard
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相互作用 U を変えたときの結果。 DCA: Nc=16x16

三段階の緩和プロセス: 

prethermalization (波数空間で等方的) →	  準粒子緩和(非等方的) →	  thermalization (等方的)
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非平衡動的クラスター理論を、簡単なsolver	  (IPT)を使って実装した。

一次元と二次元のHubbard模型に適用して時間発展を計算した。DMFT,	  

DMRG, Σ(2)との比較を行った。

一次元ではDCAと Σ(2) はNc →	  ∞で一致し、熱平衡化しない。二次元では波数
空間で非等方的な準粒子緩和がprethermalizaLonとthermalizaLonの間に見ら
れた。

まとめ

�

�

今後の課題
・k点数、クラスターサイズの系統的評価。
・大規模並列化、メモリの問題。
・より適用範囲の広いcluster	  solverの開発(higher-‐order	  PT,	  NCA,	  ED,	  ...)。
・光パルス電場の物理。
・秩序相(CDW,	  d-‐wave	  SC,	  ....)への応用。


